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UN-PACKING 
 

1. Inspect crate for damage.  Note any damage on the BOL when you sign 
2. Remove all CIRCLED screws with a #2 philips driver,  This will allow you to 

remove one side and the top 
3. Now Remove all the screws with a SQUARE around them,  This will allow you to 

remove one end.  NOTE: The table is held slightly off the base of the crate by the 
ends and will drop slightly when the end is removed 

4. With two adults carefully roll table off the end of the crate 
 

CAUTION: TABLE IS TOP HEAVY AND CAN TIP OVER! 
 

5. Remove all packing material and discard 
6. Roll table to desired location and let table come to room temperature 

 
SET UP  

 
1. With the table close to where you want it lock all 4 casters 
2. Using the supplied cord, plug it into the IEC 320 socket on the back/bottom of the 

table 
3. Plug the other end into a standard outlet 
4. USING 2 ADULTS grasp handles on either side of the table and pull open the 

table by pulling in opposite directions 
 

 
 

5. Adjust feet to level the table  
6. Latch each side of the table under the net 
7. Turn table on , the switch is by the power cord.  The table will take about 1 

minute to boot  
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PLAY 
 

 
 
 

Objective 

Your goal is to black out your opponents squares.  Hit the ball onto a 

lighted square and it goes out.    Get out all your opponents squares,  YOU 
WIN! 
 
 
 

Game Select 

There are 4 colored squares, dropping the ball on one of these twice 
activates that game.  

Green Square: 12 large squares to black out,  Fast and fun 

Teal Square: 30 squares to black out,  Bring your skills 

Blue Square: Hitting a stripe slides it to your side,  Easy??? 

Purple Square:  Just like Blackout 30 but without serve mode,  perfect for 
younger ones to have fun! 
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Basic Play 

Serve 

If you have a white square flashing it's your turn to serve.   Drop the ball on 
the white square once.  Now serve just like ping pong,  hit the ball so it 
lands on your side first and bounces to your opponents.  The hit on your 
side doesn’t count against you. 

Volley 

Hit your opponents lighted squares to black them out,  the object is to black 
out all of them so keep the volley going as long as possible.  NO 
BLOCKING! 

WIN 

Black out all of your opponents squares before they get yours and you win! 
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Official Rules 
Paddles Only:  You may only hit the ball with the paddles 

Obstacles: Keep the ball in play, playing off obstacles like the floor walls or 
ceiling is OK 

No Blocking: If the ball is going to hit the table you may NOT block it 

Returns: You CAN return a ball that doesn’t hit the table 

False Hits: If the table does not register a hit it, or registers it incorrectly, 
the table determines the final outcome 

End of Volley: The volley is determined dead if 3 seconds has passed 
without the ball hitting the table 

Multiple Bounce:  Multiple bounces on one side of the table that result in 
several squares going out are FAIR 

Serves:  Serves alternate, determined by the table 

Accidental Hits:  If you accidentally hit the table it may black out one of 
your squares 
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Care 

 

Do  
 

-Use mild soap and water or Staticide® to clean your table 
-Always make sure table halves are latched when playing 
-Have two people open and close the table 
-Keep your hands on the handles when opening and closing 
-Lock all casters before opening 
-Fold table close before moving 
-Make sure all 4 leveling feet are firmly on the ground 
 
 
 

Do Not 
 

-Use harsh cleaning chemicals 
-Sit or stand on the table 
-Dance on the table 
-Put your fingers in any hinge point when opening and closing 
-Attempt to open or close the table by yourself 
-Lift or move an open table 
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